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How do you stay safe in a world where just about anyone can call themselves a cosmetic doctor?
Some aren’t. It’s an abundance of information that may bring you peace of mind in your decision
producing process. Relevant and revealing, this book is greater than a consumer guideline — its
stories will also inspire and empower you.Keep yourself well-informed and discover answers to
these and additional key questions:-What should you know before making your initial
appointment?-What may be the difference between a cosmetic surgeon and a plastic
surgeon?-What is board certification? Does it certainly matter?-Will the surgeon’s online image
endure his / her actual outcomes?“This book will need you on a journey through cosmetic, plastic
and reconstructive surgery.The first book of its kind, Facing the Cut takes you behind the scenes
for an objective look into the fascinating field of plastic, cosmetic, and reconstructive surgery. Well-
written and insightful, it’s a genuine page turner. In my own 15+ years’ experience in the wonder
industry, I’ve not read anything so precise and insightful about this specialty.”–Tracy Krejci-Drabek,
Beauty Expert and Spa Owner of A Tropical Haven“Some people are proficient at giving great
suggestions.Relying on online review articles, social media marketing or ads is certainly a casino
game of chance if you don’t know what to look for. Joan Freeman is! Please read every phrase of
this very well written and amazingly comprehensive book. As someone who has had very
successful plastic surgery methods from a board-certified cosmetic surgeon, I understand that
everything in Facing the Cut is essential to the cosmetic surgery experience. With this reserve, you
have what you should make optimal choices and avoid mistakes. It really is like getting assistance
from a knowledgeable, trusted friend. It should be on the espresso table of every plastic cosmetic
surgeon’s waiting space.” –Don Tomlinson, Attorney and writer of Desiderata: The Publication“Facing
the Slice is a must read for anyone interested in plastic or plastic surgery.” –Frances A. Mielach,
PhD, RPh, Owner of Wise Choice Wellness
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This book is crucial read if you're considering Plastic Surgery. She compialled all of her knowledge
into this book for the patients greatest interest at heart. This book is an education without the
lecture. I really like how she weaves thought provoking insights for changing your body. Thank you
for sharing your experiences! AN ABSOLUTE MUST READ I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book.!
This book has served as an invaluable tool that has aided me in makingan informed choice in
selecting the right doctor and preparing myself both mentally and spiritually forplastic surgery.
Thanks Joan- Caroline F.! This book, will help therefore many. It gave, and so much more. Done
well... Insightful I have considered cosmetic surgery and reading this book has opened my eye to
what I should know.am even now reflecting on the living encounters of others, in addition to,
yourself. You provided essential information, to aid anyone with making the best decision, in
choosing a cosmetic surgeon, and the "whys" of it being performed. It certainly, impacts the body,
brain and spirit. I'm so happy I read it. This book provides helpful, important information for those
considering plastic surgery and encouraging words for those who chose never to have plastic
surgery. It really is my wish that book makes its way to everyone considering plastic surgery. Kindle
Format Great work Joan! As a practicing Registered Nurse for 20 years, I came across the
information highly educational and I learned therefore much that I did not previously find out about
the plastic surgery market within the medical field. I am beyond thrilled that Joan has taken her
vision to light. I've acquired a long time of friendship with Joan and I must say, she is extremely
centered on and passionate about the topic she speaks about in this book. This book provides
helpful, important info. I like the fact that the writer not just gave an inside honest look into the
industry, but also gave an invaluable advice and information which you can use well beyond simply
the Cosmetic surgery industry. Great Reserve! Joan has thoughtfully written this reserve providing
insight into every aspect of cosmetic surgery decisions whether it's for elective surgery or
reconstructive medical procedures. It is worth your time and money. I recommend this book 100%!
Valuable Information!! The info and suggestions given in this publication can be used for the whole
Medical field. You can find so many factors that I've not even considered that I can now counsel
patients about if they are deciding to undergo plastic surgery. ? Your Dreams Come True!. The
publication is insightful, readable and really delivers on info to make a wise and cautious decision on
how best to choose a high grade plastic surgeon. Great read! This is such a great, easy to
understand and incredibly informative book on all you need to know on how to choose a plastic
surgeon.It’s time a reserve has been written upon this subject.Thank you Joan for sharing your
research.? Joan can be an expert being in this field consulting in plastic surgery for 35 years. Easy
read, and obviously written with love for the industry and the reader. How much time and attention
is given to engage your brain, body, and Soul ?? Great read, filled with helpful information for
anyone considering Plastic Surgery. Well researched and written.! I 1st anticipated the publication to
be just about the Plastic Surgery, but i was in for a real shock, it is about time somebody discusses
the mental, psychological and psychological ramifications of why we may want to go face the cut??
Before scheduling your next consult, read this book!? Well researched , well crafted, packed with
information. Many thanks A Must Go through for anyone considering having Plastic surgery Joan
Jefferson Freeman’s reserve will inspire anyone who is considering cosmetic, reconstructive or
plastic surgery. I fished this book feeling much more confident about what to look for, what
questions I ought to be asking, and to a particular extent, permission to "vet" my Plastic Surgeon.
Your body brain and soul will appreciate this read. The thousands of hours of analysis that she has
done to bring forth this helpful info for all to see, is a true gift that I know was executed with all the
brilliance and appreciate that she embodies. Many thanks, so much.
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